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Mr. Russell Shaw, Head of School 
Georgetown Day School 
4200 Davenport Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20016 
rshaw@gds.org  
 
Mr. Shaw: 
 
Ward 3 Vision continues to support the scheme GDS proposes for its Tenleytown campus. 
We believe the density, height, and mix of uses proposed for the residential parcels will add 
considerable vibrancy to its transit-rich location.  
 
We have been pleased with some elements in particular:  the Transportation Demand 
Management plan responds to local conditions well; completing Davenport Street as an 
auto-free space will make walking in our hilly neighborhood more pleasant for residents of 
all ages.  
 
We specifically support the Davenport pedestrian link as an exciting, multi-tiered public 
plaza with the potential for use as a performance space that connects to a reimagined 42nd 
Street. It will be the transitional space between Wisconsin’s busy retail corridor and the 
quieter side streets. Its design will be a gathering place for multiple constituencies: 
nearby neighbors (including Tenley Hill), residents who visit from slightly afield (including 
visitors to Ft. Reno Park), and future community members who will live in the two new 
residential buildings.  
 
We believe an exceptional 42nd Street is the appropriate amenity for the land use flexibility 
GDS requests. Regrettably, we do not feel this streetscape has been given the same level of 
thought as the residential buildings - or even some outdoor spaces like the splash park 
amenity. We understand that at this phase of the PUD process, fine-grained detail is not 
appropriate. However, an explanation of the principles for the building blocks will help 
others conceptualize the potential vibrancy of the streetscape. 
 
That is what we think is missing: an overall framework that will guide the design of the 
spaces along 42nd Street into a coherent place. Consider how GDS imagined its facilities: by 
examining its educational mission and stating principles and elements to guide the design 
team. We would like to see a similar foundation developed for the public space amenity.  
Other PUD applications have included narratives, diagrams, and reference projects that 
help flesh out the desired experience for those projects. We could support the PUD more 
wholeheartedly with a clearer vision for a distinctive 42nd Street public space. This could 
include:  
• Consideration of 42nd Street as a corridor that knits together its context, from the 

residential area south of Chesapeake to the shops north of Ellicott and the pocket 
park on Wisconsin Avenue.  

• Representation of how users of different age groups, modes, and abilities find their needs 
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met along the streetscape. How the various spaces facilitate interaction between 
residents at different stages of life.  

• Identifying secondary east-west connections to make the campus less of an obstacle to 
students (and others) headed towards Janney, Deal, and Wilson.  

• Special treatment of the 42nd Street roadbed between Davenport and Ellicott that calms 
traffic and can be closed for community events. This could range from special, 
traffic-calming pavement, to a full woonerf design.  

• How the corridor connects to a nearby skate park or teen-oriented amenity (if the ANC 
deems that desirable). 

• Material suggestions, street sections, or design principles for the building that do not nail 
down form, but instead highlight the desired experiences at different sections of the 
project.  

• Examples of elements in similar projects that illustrate good design to non-professional 
community members.  

 
The past work of the designers demonstrates that they can be extraordinarily responsive to 
a building's urban context. In requesting further elaboration of these elements, we want to 
grow GDS’s design of 42nd St. into the backbone, which connects and supports the various 
limbs and activities of the neighborhood. Based on what has been shown to date, we are 
asking the development team to lay out the key ideas and elements that shape the design. 
We believe that an expanded narrative, which helps the community envision the potential 
design, will allow all parties to engage in a more constructive dialogue with GDS, the ANC, 
the Office of Planning and DC’s Dept. of Transportation throughout the PUD process.  
 
We would welcome the opportunity to meet with you and your design team if you think it 
would be beneficial at this stage of the process.  Please feel free to contact me directly. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Susan L. Kimmel 
On behalf of the  
Ward3Vision Steering Committee 
slk32123@gmail.com 
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 Bill Updike, DDOE  
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